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Objectives

- Who is a target?
- Our role during an incident
- Review the timeline from a recent incident
Everyone is a target

- Registries
- Registrars
- Registrants
Why is MarkMonitor so concerned about ccTLD security?

- We are the domain registrar for some of the world's most well-known brands.

- Historically, when a registry or registrar is targeted by hackers they attempt to update high profile domains.
What does MarkMonitor do during an incident?

- We have an internal monitoring system which checks domains under our management for unauthorized DNS updates.

- Once we have been alerted to an unauthorized update we have a detailed incident response plan.

- We can provide the affected registry some technical expertise.
1st Incident

- The DNS on multiple high profile domains were updated to servers that did not resolve. The sites simply went down.
- MarkMonitor contacted the registry and they restored the domains.

One Week Later

- The DNS on the same multiple high profile domains were updated to servers that did not resolve. The sites simply went down.
- MarkMonitor contacted the registry and they restored the domains.

Two Weeks Later

- The DNS on the same high profile domains were update again – however this time the sites re-directed to a hackers brag page.
- MarkMonitor contacted the registry to restore the domains.
After the 3rd update the sites were redirected to a hackers brag page
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With the Registries permission, we reached out to ICANN and the NSRC to offer assistance in analyzing the attack.